The high-performance Behind-The-Ear
hearing systems with SHD technology
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beat SHD RS13
This hearing system has been developed
for moderate to significant hearing loss.
The modern designer housing features
an easy-to-open battery compartment
and an easy-to-find button.
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Space
Titan

Carbon
Black

Thanks
to the powerful
Behind-The-Ear
hearing systems, there
is confidence
throughout the day

Power for your
hearing intelligence

Choose from six attractive color combinations.

Sterling
Silver

You can find out more about the HANSATON
hearing instruments from your local hearing professionals
or online at www.hansaton.com

beat SHD RS675
Because of its performance
strength, the beat SHD RS675
makes it possible to care
for customers with severe
hearing loss.

beat SHD provides optimal and secure support, especially for users
with significant hearing loss. This is pure power, and thanks to precise
speech, localization and optimization functions, this small dynamo
also supports a comfortable personal and spatial hearing experience.
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Everyone's needs and desires are different. HANSATON has a range
of Behind-The-Ear hearing systems available to help you and your
hearing care professional find an optimal solution. Dynamic and
powerful, the high-performance beat SHD family of products provides
impressive amplification without sacrificing sound or speech quality.
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beat SHD
Power for your hearing intelligence

The beat SHD product family

Sparkling
Bronze

Sandy
Beige

beat SHD
Power for your hearing intelligence

Power for your hearing intelligence

Thanks to impressively strong chip technology
The beat SHD product family is part of HANSATON's HearIntelligence™
hearing systems, which were developed to support impaired natural
hearing processes using innovative signal processing. Their objective is not
only to balance hearing loss, but also to allow for a more natural hearing
experience with hearing systems. Experience for yourself how innovative
technology can have powerful effects.

Discover beat SHD

Why wear the beat SHD power
hearing system?
• HearIntelligence™ functions support your hearing intelligence
• The modern housing is plasma-coated and water resistant as
per IP68 classification
• SHD technology supports a spatial hearing experience
• Thanks to its reliable amplification, it helps you to be
confident and feel good all day long

